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Part I:



The Basics of PHP
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Chapter 1:



Beginning Your Exploration of PHP



Overview Developing applications and sites for the World Wide Web, or for Web-like uses such as intranets, has become one of the most extensive areas of computing and programming work. If it can be done digitally, then somebody, somewhere, is trying to adapt it to a web browser. Understanding the various flavors of web activity—static and dynamic pages, client-side and server-side systems—is a necessary step toward increasing your flexibility as a developer. PHP builds upon the familiar structure of programming languages such as C, Java, and Perl. It helps create dynamic HTML content by providing the necessary tools to easily manipulate that content. PHP is becoming one of the preeminent tools for increasing the power of web pages because it is easy to use yet powerful. Building a few elementary scripts, testing the two main methods of moving data back and forth, and learning to comment PHP code will demonstrate just how accessible PHP's features are.



Developing for the Web The term web development paints a wide, long stroke. It is a general term to categorize a large variety of activities. Web development can mean anything from putting a static HTML page on a small World Wide Web site to developing a massive, continent-spanning, corporate intranet that handles mission-critical business communications. But these activities do break down into several manageable categories.



Web Applications To get into the topic of developing web applications, first we must tackle the term application: What is an application? What should an application do? An application is any software developed to simplify or perform a task. The level of the task varies from very specific to more general. A program that takes the grades of a student's six classes, averages those grades, and summarizes them in a report is a simple, but limited, application. On the other hand, an application that provides the means to communicate with others, such as an online groupware app (one that allows users to coordinate their workflow), is more complex and achieves a more general goal. Although the scope of the groupware application is much wider than the scope of the grade-averaging program, both are still applications. Then, what specifically are web applications? A web application, in general, is an application that leverages the ubiquity and ease of communication the Internet provides. A more restricted definition of web application—the one that will be used throughout the book—is an application that uses a web browser as the client. There are many client-side technologies available to most web browsers. In general, the most far-reaching and easily accessed web applications are those that use simple and elegant Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). A few examples that strictly fit the term web application are web-based banking systems, auctions, and news sites.



Static and Dynamic Websites Static sites have content that does not change until the author updates it, and these sites work well for many people because they allow information to be shared. However, static sites provide no interaction with visitors and do not accomplish any tasks in a programmable way. Dynamic sites allow user interaction. Although, like a static site, a dynamic one uses HTML for the client interface, it also allows users to take individual and customizable actions, such as reserving and purchasing a particular airline flight or even seat. The purpose behind an online ticketing system is straightforward: an easily usable interface that provides convenience to the user. With such a system globally available to a web terminal, the task of buying a ticket is decentralized and easy to accomplish. HTML is a text-based markup language. Ideally, HTML is used to define the content and sketch its structure, and cascading style sheets (CSS) are used to position and style the content. Of course, due to backward compatibility and the wide range of clients used, CSS may be a less-than-optimal choice for positioning content. And beyond that, because of the static nature of HTML (meaning it is just a simple, text-based language), it is itself limited when we want to make our content change and evolve. HTML provides an excellent means of sharing content with a variety of web-based clients, but it has several drawbacks. When an HTML document is requested from a web server, the web server returns the document to the requester—nothing more. This is just a way to publish content, not create, control, organize, or customize it. HTML as it is used today tends to focus on the content's visual quality, not its detailed structure.



Server-Side vs. Client-Side HTML is a client-side technology, meaning that an HTML document is processed entirely by the client. A web server doesn't behave differently based on the code contained within an HTML document. A web server merely provides requested files; the client browser makes the decisions about rendering them. HTML is not a programming language; it does not provide any constructs for data processing of any kind. PHP, conversely, is entirely server-side. When a PHP script executes, it doesn't interact directly with the browser; only the final product of the PHP script, which usually is an HTML document, is dealt with by the requesting browser. If a browser were sent an unprocessed PHP script, the browser would attempt to render the PHP script as regular HTML. Browsers cannot execute PHP scripts. HTML is an integral component to web application development. PHP code can be embedded and mixed directly into HTML. When a client requests an HTML document from a web server, the server responds by directly sending the document to the client. Figure 1.1 shows a client requesting a HTML document and illustrates how the server responds.



Figure 1.1: HTML document request Requesting a PHP script works differently. Before the document is sent to the client, the document is processed by PHP, and the PHP engine executes any PHP code found in the document. Figure 1.2 illustrates a client request for a PHP script. The PHP script in this illustration returns a processed HTML document.



Figure 1.2: PHP script request



Between these two processes lies the difference between PHP and HTML: PHP is executed server-side and is a full-blown programming language; HTML is merely used to publish hypertext and is handled client-side.



Exploring PHP Whenever designing an application with a particular programming language, it is critical to understand the full capabilities and limitations of the environment being used. Web development is no different. This section shows how static HTML comes to life with PHP. This initial exploration will lay the foundations for nearly everything learned in this book. To begin the exploration of web development and the environment that is available, you will write your first PHP scripts. You will also be introduced to variables and examine some of the basics of PHP and dynamic content. Note



For a complete guide to installing and configuring PHP, see Appendix A, "A Crash Course on PHP."



Your First PHP Scripts Before a PHP script will execute, the server must be instructed to execute it. To do so, we must enclose the script block in a special set of tags that lets the server know what is PHP code. When the server encounters a PHP open tag, everything between there and the close tag is executed as PHP. The PHP open tag is this: Alternatively, can be used. The style is the most recommended and is the one we'll use throughout the book.



If you're already experienced with another programming language, especially a scripting language similar to PHP, the next few sections will be very basic review material.



Hello, World! What programming language book would be complete without a "Hello, World!" program? It's generally the first program learned in any language.



We'll write a minimal PHP script that generates "Hello, World!" and sends it to the browser. This script illustrates opening and closing tags and a PHP construct that generates output. Create a document entitled hello_world.php, enter the code from Listing 1.1 into the document, save it on your web server in the document root, then navigate to the document in your browser. ƒ On a default Red Hat configuration, the document root can be found in /var/www/html. ƒ If you used Appendix A as your guide to installing PHP and Apache, then the document root will be /usr/local/apache/htdocs. The full path including the file would then be /usr/local/apache/htdocs/hello_world.php. Tip



For your convenience, copies of all of the book's demonstrated scripts are on the companion CD-ROM. You can view these files in a web browser to see their results, or open them in a text processor to follow along as we build code.



Listing 1.1: Bare-Bones PHP Web Page (hello_world.php) Hello, World! The script in Listing 1.1 can be misleadingly simple in appearance. Quite a bit happens upon executing the code. Notice the common HTML entities—the html, head, title, and body tags. However, there are two special PHP entities in the document—the open tag . The web server sends everything between these tags to the PHP interpreter. PHP processes the script block and returns all generated output to the requesting client. After the PHP close tag, the document is sent as regular HTML until another PHP open tag is found. The PHP script tells the PHP interpreter to send "Hello, World!" and a line break to the browser. The function is started with the function name, in this case print. Next, parentheses are used to mark the beginning and end of the function's argument—in this case, the string "Hello, World!\n". After the function comes a semicolon; this is required to inform PHP that the statement has ended. If the semicolon is omitted from the function call, PHP throws an error. A string is merely a series of characters. The string passed as an argument to the function is everything between the single quotes. But the \n contained within the string is sent to the browser as one character (a special character called a newline), not two. The newline is an escaped character: a character that represents something other than its usual, literal representation. In this case, the n is "escaped" by a



backslash, which means the backslash precedes the n. This backslashed, or escaped, n represents the newline ASCII character 13, not the literal characters \ and n. To verify that the newline character was indeed sent to the browser, view the source of the document after entering the code. Listing 1.2 shows the source of the document after being parsed in PHP and sent to the client. Listing 1.2: View Source of hello_world.php Hello, World! Hello, World!



After examining the source, it doesn't seem to mean anything special. The PHP tags have been processed and are not sent to the client. What about the \n? What if the newline character were removed from the string? The last few lines of the document source would appear as: Hello, World! We can verify this statement by removing the newline from our print function call, so that it looks like this: print('Hello, World!'); Sure enough, when we remove the newline, the body tag occurs directly after the Hello, World! in source view.



Who Are You? Now we will examine a more complicated example program. We'll write two PHP pages: One script will contain an HTML form that can be submitted; the other will be the action page, which is the script the form is submitted to. When a form submits to another page, PHP makes the data from the form available to the action page. The first PHP script will be named who_are_you.php and is a simple HTML page



that contains a form. Type the code from Listing 1.3 as who_are_you.php and save to your web server. Listing 1.3: Basic Data-Entry Page (who_are_you.php) Who Are You? Please enter your name:
 I am...  Sammy Smith [email protected] Harry Hobart [email protected] Bob Bigelow [email protected] 



Call Me Thu, 20 Dec 2001 17:12:02 -0800  I miss you guys! Why don't you ever call me?
 As you can see, the document is basically a tree whose root is the message element; various branches extend from the root, including sub-branches and "leaves" (the end of a branch is commonly referred to as a leaf). Each branch and leaf on the tree is more generically referred to as a node; the root of the tree is the root node. Each markup language created using XML, from XHTML to the mathematical markup language MathML, shares a small set of common properties—which is a fancy way of saying that documents created in XML tend to look and act alike. This uniformity allows developers to use a standard toolkit of libraries to parse and manipulate any XML document. As with HTML, documents marked up in an XML-based language consist of: ƒ Elements, which are represented with tags as in HTML ƒ Attributes, which are named key/value pairs that modify elements ƒ Text (commonly referred to as "character data" in the argot of XML) ƒ Entities, the simplest of which is represented in a document as a entity reference (which will be familiar to anyone who's used HTML character entity references such as , and &) ƒ Processing instructions, which are "commands" that can be inserted into XML documents Using these five ingredients, it's possible to create XML documents that describe an incredibly wide array of information. XML is used to create representations of not just traditional documents such as manuals, memos, or news articles, but such disparate items as images (using the XML-based Scalable Vector Graphics language), distributed objects (SOAP), mathematical equations (MathML), and more.



XML Document Structure When reading about XML, you'll undoubtedly run across the term well-formed—probably sooner rather than later. This term is used to describe an XML document that meets all of the XML standard's demands for how a document may be constructed. A document that adheres to these rules is said to be well-formed.



The XML standard lays down a fairly manageable list of basic rules for the structure of an XML document, the most fundamental of which are: ƒ An XML document must begin with a "prolog" that, at a minimum, includes an XML declaration in the form where N is the version number and E is an encoding scheme such as UTF-8 or ISO-8859-1. (The encoding attribute is actually optional, but highly recommended.) ƒ Immediately following the prolog, the markup in an XML document must begin with the opening tag for the root element. An XML document may contain only one root element. ƒ Elements cannot overlap (thus the following code is illegal): appleorange This must be rewritten as one of these two options: appleorange appleorange ƒ Except in the case of empty elements, each opening tag must be accompanied by a closing tag. ƒ Empty elements—such as the 
 tag in XHTML—must be closed with a slash character before the closing angle bracket. ƒ Element and attribute names are case sensitive ( is not the same as ). ƒ The characters & and < are reserved for entity references and tags and must be represented as & and < when they are do not indicate an entity reference or a tag. This strict requirement that XML documents be well-formed means that writing XML documents needs to be done systematically. Although this may seem, to newcomers, a rather rude demand, it has very serious benefits. First and foremost, this well-formedness, despite its ugly name, is a blessing to people who wish to interact with XML documents using applications. Without strict rules, writing such applications would be well nigh impossible. But since all XML documents follow the same rules, the programmers writing these applications know what to expect and can actually write programs that allow data to be manipulated, modified, and shared as XML. By comparison, HTML prior to XHTML has been a relative free-for-all in which elements, tags, and attributes could be tossed around lazily, with little disregard for any rigorous structure. Note that well-formedness doesn't tell us whether the document conforms to any rules for the specific type of document we're dealing with; it just tells us whether the document looks OK. In many cases, of course, you need to know more than whether a document's structure is legal; you need to know if it's correct. Consider an XML document that described a banking transaction—let's say, a transfer of funds from one account to another. Listing 15.2 shows a very simplified version of such an XML document. Listing 15.2: A Bank Transfer Represented in XML (transfer.xml) 561.02 2001-12-20



54433-12312 The problem with the XML in Listing 15.2 is that, while it's perfectly well-formed, it's totally useless because it doesn't tell us who the money goes to! What we need is a way to validate the document to make sure that it obeys all the rules for an XML document that specifically describes a bank transfer. And in order to do that, first we've got to codify our rules. How do we do this? We conjure up that magical, ugly beast known as a document type definition (DTD). Note



A DTD isn't the only way to define the "content model"—i.e., the set of rules governing the appearance and order of elements, attributes, text, and so on—for a particular type of XML document. You can also use the newer XML Schema approach; this is described in a fairly clear primer from the W3C, which is available at www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-0/. However, the DTD approach has been around longer and currently is in wider use.



DTDs aren't really meant to be read by humans, although they're not too tough to understand. They basically define the legal rules for the structure and content of a specific type of XML document. Listing 15.3 shows what a DTD for our bank transfer documents might look like. Listing 15.3: A DTD for Bank Transfer Documents (transfer.dtd) This should be pretty easy to figure out, even if you've never seen a DTD before. Our DTD states that: ƒ The transfer element must contain a group consisting of one amount element, one date element, one from element, and one to element. ƒ The amount element, in turn, may contain character data (#PCDATA is the term for this; it actually stands for "parsed character data"). ƒ What's more, the amount element must carry one attribute, the currency attribute (it's #REQUIRED, you see), which itself may contain character data.



And so on: The date element may contain character data, the from and to elements must each contain an acctnum element, and the acctnum element may contain character data. So, now that we have our fancy new set of rules, how do we put it to use? The answer is simple: Add a DOCTYPE declaration to the prolog of our XML document, so that it becomes: 561.02 2001-12-20 54433-12312 As you've probably guessed, the DOCTYPE declaration simply states that this document is meant to conform to the DTD found in the system resource transfer.dtd. To see whether our document is valid, we can use an XML parser from Microsoft, which runs as an ActiveX object inside Internet Explorer; you can download the parser at msdn.microsoft.com/downloads/samples/internet/xml/xml_validator/default.asp When we load our transfer.xml file from Listing 15.2 (without the required to element) and click Validate, the parser chokes and dies, as you can see in Figure 15.1.



Figure 15.1: Microsoft's parser sees what's wrong. However, if we modify our XML document to match the DTD by adding a to element (and an acctnum element beneath that), then the parser has no trouble at all with our transfer. We can even click the various branches of the document to expand it into a tree in the browser window, as shown in Figure 15.2.



Figure 15.2: The validator succeeds. Incidentally, since Microsoft's parser actually checks the document against the DTD to make sure that it conforms to the DTD's rules, this parser is known as a validating parser. All XML parsers check for well-formedness, but many of them do not actually verify that a document conforms to its DTD. These are known as nonvalidating parsers. Expat, the parser that PHP uses for its built-in parsing functions, is such a nonvalidating parser.



Elements Elements are the building blocks of an XML document. Unlike HTML, where elements have tended to serve primarily as processing instructions ("make this bold," "draw a line here"), elements in XML usually have a more semantic role—in other words, they identify the type of content they will contain. As you can see in the sample e-mail message back in Listing 15.1, the name of each element defines the data that it contains. (That said, there's nothing to stop us from choosing meaningless or even deceptive element names when we create an XML document from scratch, though that would really defeat the



whole point.) As we move down each branch of the document, the names of the elements define their content with ever-greater specificity. Thus the message element contains a full e-mail message, the header element contain the headers of the message, the from element contains information about the sender, and the name element contains the sender's name. Elements may contain other elements, character data, entities, processing instructions, or any combination thereof—unless, of course, they're empty elements, in which case they can't contain anything at all. Elements may be further refined through the use of attributes.



Attributes Just as with HTML, attributes may be used to specify additional information about an element. However, there are a few differences worth noticing. Unlike versions of HTML prior to XHTML, no "stand-alone" attributes are allowed in XML documents. This means that, for instance, the old "nowrap" attribute of a td table cell element, which was commonly written as 	, would now have to be written out fully as 	_… that is, it would if the "nowrap" attribute were even part of the HTML standard anymore. Also, you'll notice that, for many applications, attributes aren't as common in the XML world as they were in the HTML world, where designers fiddled with them constantly to finesse their designs. In XML, attributes are generally used for a few special purposes: ƒ Assigning IDs to elements ƒ Referring to other elements by ID ƒ Ensuring that values belong to a legal list For instance, in a document that contained a list of banking transactions, you might use attributes to uniquely identify each transaction and to establish relationships among transactions. Consider an XML document that lists the past day's transactions for a checking account, showing each transaction's date, type, and amount, plus "detail" information about the transaction and the account balance after the transaction was executed: 12345-54321 2002-02-04 16:04:34 -0500 debit 212.39 -34.12 Check No. 733 



2002-02-04 16:08:22 -0500 fee -24.00 -58.12 Overdraft fee ($24) As you can see, this document shows two transactions: one a check being paid and resulting in an overdraft for the customer as their balance plummets into negative territory, and a second as the bank levies an overdraft fee against the customer. The id and refid attributes of the transaction elements allow the document to express a correlation between the two transactions. A DTD for the sample transaction list could also have given a list of legal values for the currency attribute of the amount element, so that only standard values like "USD", "GBP", and "MXN" would be accepted as valid by a validating parser.



Entities In XML documents, entities provide both a shorthand for including predefined content and a means for introducing external objects. They can be used for tasks as simple as inserting special characters (so that they do not interfere with "real" markup) or boilerplate text, and for more complex operations such as inserting binary data—e.g., a JPEG image—into the middle of a document. The XML standard includes a small set of predefined entities for the special characters , &, ', and ". They are defined in Table 15.1. To identify a character either by its entity name or by its Unicode value, begin with an ampersand and conclude with a semicolon: < and &60; both produce a "less-than" left angle bracket. A complete list of XHTML entities is provided in Appendix C.



Tip



Table 15.1: Predefined Entities in XML Entity



Character



Numeric (Unicode) Value



lt








62



amp



&



38



apos



'



39



quot



"



34



These entities, which may be referred to using either their name or their numeric value, allow us to safely insert special characters into our documents, like so: 



Rock 'n' Roll while ($i < 10) print ($i); In fact, any character may be referred to using its numeric value in the character set of the document; thus, the capital letter A might be referred to by its numeric value in Unicode using 9. If you're writing your own DTDs, you can also define your own entities. This can be useful for inserting boilerplate text into XML documents. For instance, the DTD declaration would allow an XML document to include the phrase Please visit us on the web at &baseurl;. which would be converted by an XML parser into Please visit us on the web at www.example.com. The entities above are examples of parsed entities. A parsed entity is one that will be expanded by an XML parser into its replacement text; thus & becomes &, and &baseurl; becomes www.example.com, when the document is parsed. An unparsed entity, on the other hand, is left alone by the parser. The value of an unparsed entity doesn't have to be textual; it could be the binary data from a sound file, a chunk of non-XML-compliant HTML, more XML, or practically anything at all. Entities are further classified as either general entities, such as the ones we've shown here, and parameter entities, which are simply entities that can be used within a DTD. For a good, brief introduction to entities, see www.javacommerce.com/tutorial/xmlj/entities.htm More information, of course, can be found in the W3C's XML specification at www.w3.org/_TR/REC-xml.



Comments XML also supports comments using the familiar HTML syntax. Comments may appear virtually anywhere within an XML document, as long as they're outside of markup (in other words 500.00 2001-12-20 -88.25 2001-12-20 [ ... etc, for 8 pages ... ] -9.97 2001-12-28 



Processing Instructions Processing instructions are not often used in XML, but they do provide a mechanism for a document to provide instructions to a processing application. (Since XML is mean to be a tool for data representation, rather than data processing, processing instructions are generally seen as clutter that ought to be avoided when possible.)



We won't go into dealing with XML processing instructions in this chapter, but it's worth knowing what they are and what they look like. A processing instruction takes the form where target is the name of the application that's expected to actually carry out the instruction, and instruction is free-form text that describes the instruction to be carried out. Whenever a parsing application encounters a processing instruction, it's up to that application to decide what to do with it. For a simple, clear example of how processing instructions can be handled, see the example code in the online PHP documentation for PHP's built-in parser at www.php.net/manual/en/ref.xml.php.



White Space Unlike HTML, most XML parsers tend to treat white space within elements as significant (at least, this is usually their default behavior). This means that if your XML document contains the fragment baz then a standard XML parser should report that the foo element contains not only the sub-element bar, but also two pieces of character data—in this case, two spaces (" ").



PHP and XML PHP provides several different ways to work with XML data, each of them suited to a particular task. You can efficiently parse and work with XML documents using the old man of XML parsers, Expat. Or you can access XML using the still-unfinished but powerful DOM interface to the libxml library, or transform XML documents into alternate formats using XSLT via Sablotron.



Expat vs. DOM When it comes to parsing XML documents, there are two distinct approaches—stream-oriented parsing and tree-based parsing. They are very different approaches, and each has its place. Stream-oriented parsers (also called event-based parsers) handle XML documents as a stream of incoming data. When you use a stream-oriented parser, you feed your XML document to the parser in chunks, and the parser handles the data as it arrives, using rules that you have set up. In essence, the parser processes each distinct piece—each element, chunk of character data, comment, or processing instruction—in order, then waits for the next chunk to be fed to it. (You might think of it as an assembly-line approach: The bits and pieces of the document come whizzing down the conveyor belt, and the parser mechanically processes each one as it passes by.) While this can be efficient (since only a small portion of the XML document needs to be stored in memory at any given time), it's also difficult to do complex manipulations when handling XML in this fashion. Before feeding data to a stream-oriented parser, you generally configure the parser by giving it a set of rules to execute whenever it encounters a start tag, an end tag, character data, or a processing instruction. While this can be pretty easy to do for simple XML documents, it gets more challenging as the XML documents get more complex. Essentially, you have to devise a specific set of instructions for processing the document, so that the parser can churn, machine-like, through the data. If your XML document is made up of hundreds of nested tags, you'll find that configuring the parser becomes a tiresomely complicated job.



The classic stream-oriented parser is Expat, a free, open-source, nonvalidating parser written by James Clark. Expat is a C library that can be incorporated into other applications, and it is probably the most widely used XML parser in the world. We'll discuss how to use the PHP XML parsing functions that are based on Expat in the section "Parsing with Expat" later. Other standard, stream-based XML parsers use the SAX interface. Unlike Expat, many different implementations of SAX parsers exist; what they have in common is the SAX API, which defines a standard set of functions for interacting with the parser as it churns through the document. It doesn't much matter whether the underlying parser is written in C, Java, Python, or any other language; the way in which applications use the parser is standardized according to the conventions of the SAX API. Stream-oriented parsers aren't perfect for everything. In some cases, you'll want to be able to deal with an XML document as a whole, rather than as a stream of data coursing through a mechanized parser. Tree-based parsers allow you to load an entire XML document into an in-memory structure and to easily examine and manipulate the various nodes of the tree. If you need to modify an XML document, tree-based parsers make the job a lot easier, and the process is simplified further because many tree-based parsers implement the Document Object Model (DOM) API. The DOM API was developed by the W3C to promote a standardized, object-oriented method for working with documents. Or, in the words of its authors: W3C's Document Object Model (DOM) is a standard API (application programming interface) to the structure of documents; it aims to make it easy for programmers to access components and to delete, add, or edit their content, attributes, and style. The point of a tree-based parser is to allow you to read the document into a structure—usually a set of nested objects—that resides in memory, then to examine each of the document's nodes, modify whatever it is that you want to change (whether that means changing attribute values, translating text to another language, or adding and deleting nodes), and finally to write the modified structure back out as a brand new XML document. The trouble with tree-based parsers is that, if your XML documents are large, the amount of memory required to parse them can be enormous since the entire document resides in memory. (That said, it is not uniformly true that stream-based parsers will always consume less memory than tree-based parsers; each implementation may define its own memory-management schemes to manage the balance between speed and memory consumption.) Note



The terms "tree-based" and "DOM-compliant" are not synonyms. Not all tree-based parsers implement the DOM API, and not all tree-based parsers that do implement DOM actually implement it in the same way. The DOM API is a large, complex standard developed by the W3C, and to make matters worse, there are various "levels" to the DOM API. (Levels 1 and 2 are completed; work on Level 3 is underway.) A decent overview of what DOM is and does can be found at www.w3.org/DOM/Activity.html. The messy details (and lots of 'em!) are at www.w3.org/DOM/DOMTR.



In general, you'll find that stream-based parsers are more efficient than tree-based parsers, but they're more suited to simple operations like transforming a document from XML to HTML, whereas tree-based parsers are less efficient but easier to use for complex operations such as manipulating the contents of an XML document. Memory? Huh?



If you're scratching your head and wondering why we're worrying about memory consumption during XML parsing, don't worry. Many PHP programmers are new to programming in general and aren't familiar with the idea of memory management or, more importantly, memory consumption. Basically, the problem is this: Whenever you create a variable, array, or object in PHP, the amount of RAM used by PHP increases to hold the contents of that variable, array, or object. So if you create a string and store the value "foo" in it, PHP will consume another three-plus bytes of memory—one byte for each character in the string "foo" plus some overhead. If you create a string and store the entire text of the King James Bible in it, PHP is going to consume a few more megabytes of memory. The same thing (more or less) happens when you load an XML document into memory using a tree-based parser. Not only does the entire content of the document get loaded into your server's RAM, but PHP has to claim even more memory just to store information about the various elements in the document and their relationship to each other (for example, the element shovel is a child of the element tools which is a child of the element shed which is a child of the root element home).



Parsing with Expat Parsing XML documents with Expat is a fairly straightforward process. There are three basic steps involved: 1. Create a parser. 2. Configure the parser. 3. Feed data to the parser. Note



To enable the XML parsing functions based on Expat, you need to configure PHP with the --with-xml option.



For instance, the following PHP script processes a small XML fragment, although it doesn't do anything with it: Jerry J. Jenkins Account Manager First National 1971-12-22 



454 Main St. Los Angeles CA 90045 555-323=-543 555-298-5643 555-656-7823 [email protected] jjenk777 As you can see, the record contains basic biographical data about the contact (name, employer, date of birth), address information (street, city, state, and zip code), telephone contact information, and online contact information including the contact's e-mail address and AOL Instant Messenger nickname. The information is organized as a tree; branches and sub-branches like and are used to group related pieces of data; the actual data about the contact only appears at the ends of those branches. Many XML documents—but, alas, not all—follow a similar pattern to ensure that character data only appears at the terminal nodes (i.e., "leaves") of the tree.



Transforming XML to HTML One common task when working with XML is to transform an XML document into another format. Let's look at some code, shown in Listing 15.7, that transforms our contact record into basic HTML, with each set of related "facts" grouped visually into sections. The output we want to generate is shown in Figure 15.4.



Figure 15.4: The output of xml2html-basic.php Listing 15.7: Transforming XML into Basic HTML (xml2html-basic.php) Parsing With Expat and PHP Arts and culture news http://www.moreover.com Arts and culture news - news headlines from around the web, refreshed every 15 minutes en-us moreover... http://i.moreover.com/pics/rss.gif http://www.moreover.com 144 16



News headlines from more than 1,800 sources, harvested every 15 minutes... Driven by a Higher Calling, Not Dot-Com Dollars http://c.moreover.com/click/here.pl?r29521156 New York Times Dec 24 2001



3:15AM ET



Photographs of Black Life Go to Pittsburgh Museum http://c.moreover.com/click/here.pl?r29521154 New York Times Dec 24 2001



3:15AM ET



[ ... more items ... ] We'll write a simple parser that turns the Moreover feed into a nicely formatted HTML table. Since we need to actually fetch the data from the Moreover server, we'll also use a similar caching technique to the one we employed in the earlier section "Caching Output from xml_process()," so that we never connect to the Moreover server more than once every fifteen minutes. Our RSS reader will use the Expat parser to churn through the data in the RSS feed; the code is in Listing 15.15. Listing 15.15: Parsing an RSS Feed from Moreover (rssreader.php) Now our script effectively catches any LDAP errors and can handle them gracefully in a controlled manner. We define our own function handle_ldap_error(), which requires a link_id and reports the last LDAP error generated using ldap_error(). The error-suppression operator is used to ensure no errors are sent to the client that we are not in control of. Our handle_ldap_error() function reports any errors to the browser. In a real-world scenario, the errors would most likely be logged and the user would receive a friendly message that did not use any technical jargon. Note



LDAP searches support a rich query language that allows for complex queries that can retrieve very specific data. For more information on the LDAP filtering syntax, see http://developer.netscape.com/docs/manuals/_directory/41/ag/find.htm.



We now know how to safely handle anything the LDAP functions can throw our way and we have performed basic searching on a public LDAP server that permits anonymous searches. Now we will create our own hierarchy on our own LDAP server and learn how to add, modify, and delete entries in an LDAP directory.



Compiling the LDAP Daemon Now that we have seen how to query an LDAP database, we are ready to create the FooPublishing directory services database. This requires our own LDAP server. We used OpenLDAP version 2.0.18 successfully on Red Hat 7. If you have trouble getting the OpenLDAP package to compile with threads, just use the following command line when configuring OpenLDAP to get everything up and running: ./configure —enable-slapd=yes —enable-slurpd=no —with-threads=no Without threads, the server won't have a very good capacity for a high-usage environment, but it will still function as it should. It is a good idea to restrict the use of a server compiled without threads to a development platform only. Any real use should use a threading package. Everything else is the same as far as the installation process is concerned. Note



The slurpd daemon handles replication of LDAP directories; it has been disabled here since we do not have any need for replication.



Under the default installation, a configuration file for slapd—the LDAP daemon—is located in: /usr/local/etc/openldap Our slapd.conf file would look like Listing 16.4. Listing 16.4: slapd.conf (slapd.conf) # $OpenLDAP: pkg/ldap/servers/slapd/slapd.conf,v 1.8.8.6 2001/04/20 23:32:43 kurt Exp $ # # See slapd.conf(5) for details on configuration options. # This file should NOT be world readable. # include



/usr/local/etc/openldap/schema/core.schema



include



/usr/local/etc/openldap/schema/cosine.schema



include



/usr/local/etc/openldap/schema/inetorgperson.schema



pidfile



/usr/local/var/slapd.pid



argsfile



/usr/local/var/slapd.args



####################################################################### # ldbm database definitions #######################################################################



database suffix



ldbm "o=FooPub,c=US"



rootdn



"cn=root,o=FooPub,c=US"



# Clear-text passwords, especially for the rootdn, should # be avoid. See slappasswd(8) and slapd.conf(5) for details. # Use of strong authentication encouraged.



# Using clear-text passwords in dev environment ONLY -jwa rootpw



secret



# The database directory MUST exist prior to running slapd AND # should only be accessible by the slapd/tools. Mode 700 recommended. directory



/usr/local/var/openldap-ldbm



# Indices to maintain index



objectClass



Warning



eq Notice that we are using clear-text passwords. It is highly recommended that clear-text passwords be used in a trusted, development environment only. It is also a very good idea to change the password from the default of "secret" to something a bit more difficult to guess.



The three lines that contain include directives: include



/usr/local/etc/openldap/schema/core.schema



include



/usr/local/etc/openldap/schema/cosine.schema



include



/usr/local/etc/openldap/schema/inetorgperson.schema



are where our object types are defined. A schema defines the rules for attributes and objects. A schema can be thought of as a table definition. The syntax of schemas is beyond the scope of this chapter, and new or modified schemas are often not needed. Once the configuration file is created, the daemon can be started and we can work our mayhem on the LDAP database. Start the LDAP daemon with: /usr/local/libexec/slapd Now, we can modify our entry from Listing 16.1 to verify that our shiny new LDAP service is up and running properly. Change the $host variable to point to the host in which the LDAP service is running, and rerun the script. If no errors occur, the connection is successful and everything should be operating smoothly. If operations seem to fail, the LDAP daemon supports debugging. Kill the slapd process and restart it with: /usr/local/libexec/slapd -d 4 The -d turns on debugging to a sufficient level that should report anything going on in the database that we need to know about. Once you have verified that your slapd daemon is operating properly, proceed to the next section.



Adding Entries Now that we have seen how to search an LDAP directory, we will create our own directory. We will use Figure 16.1 as our reference for our directory structure. The only new function we will be using is ldap_add(): int ldap_add(int link_identifier, string dn, array entry) ldap_add() requires only three arguments. The first is the LDAP connection identifier. The next argument is the distinguished name of the entry we are adding, and the last is an array. Each element in the array represents an attribute for the associated DN. Listing 16.5 sets up the directory tree for FooPublishing. Listing 16.5: Create FooPublishing Hierarchy (create_foopub.php) Create FooPublishing Modify Entry Modifying LDAP Entry Listing 16.6 is a simple script. It uses the ldap_modify() function to modify an existing node. Let's take a look at the prototype for this: int ldap_modify(int link_identifier, string dn, array entry); ldap_modify() is very similar to ldap_add(). The entry array for ldap_modify() is only the attributes that we wish to modify. Modifying existing attributes is similar to using the SQL UPDATE statement. Data may need to be modified for any reason: a phone number might change, an e-mail address may need to be added, someone may move to another department.



Deleting Entries Now you know how to do everything in an LDAP directory except delete an entry. To delete an entry, all you have to know is the entry's distinguished name. If there are any entries "below" the entry we're attempting to delete in the hierarchy, the delete operation will fail. All children must be removed from the tree before a parent node can be deleted. Say our company is now getting rid of that scary web developer who makes the entire department smell a little funny. He is to be removed from the directory services ASAP. We will use ldap_delete() to terminate Web Developer W2 for his crimes against humanity. Listing 16.7 demonstrates deleting entries from an LDAP database. Listing 16.7: Deleting an Entry (ldap_delete.php) Delete Entry Deleting LDAP Entry After executing the script in Listing 16.7, the individual WebDev2 is removed from our directory. That's all there is to deleting entries. As long as the credentials, with which the connection is bound, allow records to be deleted, the operation will succeed.



LDAP Miscellany Now that we have covered the core operations of LDAP and we can effectively manipulate a tree any way we see fit, we should take a look at some miscellaneous LDAP functions that may prove to be useful. One thing we glossed over was adding a new attribute to an existing LDAP entry. Suppose all of the members of a department were to be assigned a new attribute, a job title. Everyone in the WebDev department now has the title "Web Developer". First, we can search the directory pulling the entire WebDev department. After the department has been pulled, we can loop over each developer and add the required attribute. The function ldap_mod_add() provides the needed behavior to add attributes to entries. Listing 16.8 demonstrates the ldap_mod_add() functionality. Listing 16.8: Adding Attributes to an Entry (ldap_mod_add.php) 



Add Attributes Added Attributes Listing 16.8 takes advantage of two very useful functions for manipulating LDAP data to add the title attribute to our two Web Developers. The functions ldap_explode_dn() and ldap_dn2ufn() both make updating the Web Development department easier. The first function requires two parameters; the prototype for this function is array ldap_explode_dn(string dn, int with_attrib) This function works similar to the explode() function, except it handles LDAP distinguished names exclusively. The first parameter passed in will be the distinguished name to explode. If we want both attribute names and values, the value of 0 should be passed in for the second parameter of ldap_explode_dn(). If a 1 is passed in for the second parameter, only values are returned, which is all that was needed in Listing 16.8 to obtain the user ID (UID). The UID is not stored as an attribute of the entry, so it must be parsed from the DN. The final version of our directory tree will look something like Figure 16.3.



Figure 16.3: FooPublishing directory tree If you wish to dump the contents of your LDAP database, you may use the program /usr/local/_sbin/slapcat. This program will dump the contents of the database in the LDIF format. Now you have learned the basics of LDAP and how to use the LDAP client libraries to modify and query the LDAP tree. LDAP directories are databases that are highly optimized for read operations.



Part V:



Using PHP in the Real World
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Chapter 17:



PDF



Overview Despite all of the advances we've made in formatting web documents over the last decade, sometimes HTML still just isn't good enough. Although cascading style sheets (CSS) allow us to fine-tune the look and feel of electronic documents to an astonishing degree, they're not guaranteed to produce perfect-looking pages. In the first place, you depend on the browser to faithfully obey your CSS rules when rendering the document—which is obviously tough to do when no browser fully supports the CSS standard, anyway—and to always render things like text elements using the exact same fonts, character spacing, etc. In the second, you rely on the user to faithfully obey your CSS rules (by not disabling them in their browsers). While this may be fine for most web documents, it's not fine for all documents. This is where "page-description languages" like Adobe's Portable Document Format (PDF) come in. Documents written in a page-description language such as PDF or PostScript are not unlike HTML documents—they're full of text and graphics content as well as markup that surrounds that content. However, the PDF language is much more powerful than HTML or CSS, and PDF viewers such as Adobe Acrobat are guaranteed to faithfully render the contents of a PDF document exactly as you've specified it in the markup. That's why PDF documents are used in situations where a document can admit no deviation in its appearance, no matter what computer it's displayed or printed on. A PDF document is truly portable: It will look the same on a Macintosh running Acrobat as it will on a Linux machine running xpdf. That's why the U.S. government, to name one prolific author of electronic documents, publishes all of its income tax forms using PDF. What the government knows is that when you use PDF to format a document, you can be sure its contents will look right and print right. No HTML document can give you the same assurance. PDF documents aren't perfect for every use. Each document formatting system has its place, and although PDF is wonderfully portable and powerful language, it's in no way a replacement for HTML (or other document formatting systems, from Microsoft Word to plain text). For basic text-oriented publishing, PDF documents tend to be larger than equivalent HTML documents, which means they take longer to download and display. They're more complicated than other formats such as XML or HTML, which makes them harder to edit and maintain (generally speaking, you can't just open up a PDF file in your favorite text editor to correct a typo). And generating PDF documents generally isn't free; the library we'll use in this chapter to dynamically generate PDF documents, PDFlib, is free for noncommercial use but can cost a thousand dollars or more to deploy in a commercial environment. Many other tools for working with PDF documents are even pricier.



PHP and PDFlib The PDFlib library, written by programmer Thomas Merz and published by the German company PDFlib GmbH, is the basis for one of the two PHP extensions for generating PDF documents, and it's the one we'll use to generate our PDF documents. Unlike most other PHP extensions, PDFlib isn't free software. Although the source code is open and you can use it for free for personal projects, you must pay a license fee to use PDFlib commercially. See http://www.pdflib.com for licensing details. Note



The other PDF extension is ClibPDF, which is built atop the ClibPDF library



from FastIO Systems. ClibPDF provides very similar functionality to PDFlib (because they're both based upon the PDF standard from Adobe) and carries a similar license. You can easily adapt almost all of the examples in this chapter for use with ClibPDF.



Installing PDFlib (or ClibPDF) To use PDFlib, you need to make sure the PDFlib software is installed on your computer and enable support for it in PHP. Under Unix/Linux systems, you must obtain the source code from www.pdflib.com, compile, and install PDFlib. The process is simple (configure; make; make install), and instructions are included in the readme.txt file in the source distribution. The readme_unix.txt file in the doc directory contains additional hints. Once you've installed PDFlib on your system (or figured out where it is located, if it's already installed), you need to reconfigure PHP with the --with-pdf option and rebuild it. If your PDFlib installation is located somewhere other than /usr/local, you can use --with-pdf=/path/to/dir-containing-libpdf.*-files to tell the installer where to find your PDFlib libraries. (If you're running it as a static Apache module, you need to rebuild Apache, too.) Under Windows, you simply need to uncomment the line extension=php_pdf.dll in your php.ini file and restart the web server. If you're using ClibPDF instead of PDFlib, the same basic instructions apply; simply use --with-cpdf (under Unix) or extension=php_cpdf.dll (under Windows) instead. Note



You can also specify which libraries to use for processing images files of different formats (JPEG, TIFF, and, with PDFlib, PNG) when configuring PHP to support PDFlib or ClibPDF. See the documentation that comes with your PDF library and the instructions for configuring PHP at www.php.net/manual/en/install.configure.php.



Understanding PDFlib PDFlib is a complete library for building PDF files. (ClibPDF is virtually the same thing, with minor differences.) It provides an API, accessible to you via PHP, that you can use to create documents, add pages to those documents, add text, images, bookmarks, and hyperlinks to those pages, and more. You can draw arbitrary shapes—lines, arcs, and circles—on the pages of your PDF documents; attach files to your documents; specify color, patterns, outlines, and fills; and more. PDFlib isn't limited to PHP (although that's obviously what we'll talk about here). More generally, PDFlib is a software package written in C that allows programmers using almost any language, whether it's PHP, C++, or Python, to generate PDF documents. To use it, you simply link the PDFlib libraries to your program and start using the PDF generation functions they provide. When you configure (and, if



necessary, compile) support for PDFlib into PHP, all you're doing is linking the PDFlib library to the PHP engine. Once that's done, you're ready to go. It's not strictly necessary to use a library like PDFlib (or ClibPDF) to generate PDF documents. In fact, you can write a valid PDF document using any word processor. Listing 17.1 shows a simple PDF document that we wrote using Notepad. Listing 17.1: A Simple PDF Document, Written by Hand %PDF-1.3 1 0 obj > endobj



2 0 obj > endobj



3 0 obj > /MediaBox [0 0 612 792] >>



endobj



4 0 obj > stream BT /F13 24 Tf 40 728 Td (Hello, World!) Tj ET endstream endobj



5 0 obj >



trailer >



%%EOF



If you stare at the code in Listing 17.1 for a moment, you'll probably be able to guess how it works: You simply create a number of objects, including Document Catalog, Page Trees, Pages, and Content Streams, and there you have it: a complete PDF document. Admittedly, this is a boring example—all it does is show the text "Hello World!" in 18-point Helvetica type—but we've got to start somewhere. Objects are identified by two-number codes ("1 0" is the identifier for the root Document Catalog object), and objects can contain references to one another. All in all, not a very difficult system. The document represented by the code in Listing 17.1 is shown in Figure 17.1, where we've opened our PDF file in Adobe Acrobat.



Figure 17.1: Our handwritten PDF document However, real-world PDF documents are never this simple. As you can imagine, using a word processor to write the raw PDF for an even marginally complex document would become a tiresome, if not practically impossible task. Thus we turn to PDFlib, which shields us from the complexity of writing actual PDF and allows us to call higher-level functions that do the writing for us. So instead of writing 4 0 obj > stream BT



/F13 24 Tf 40 728 Td (Hello, World!) Tj ET endstream endobj



5 0 obj > to insert some text in Helvetica at a specific position in a document, we can simply write: $font = PDF_findfont ($p, "Helvetica", "host", 0); PDF_set_font ($p, $font, 18.0); PDF_set_text_pos ($p, 40, 728); PDF_show ($p, "Hello World!"); This is more compact, easier to read and, most importantly, easier to modify if we need to make a change. PDFlib keeps track of the links between our objects for us, so we don't need to worry about remember that the identifier of the Font object is "5 0" or count up the number of characters in our Content Stream object to determine its length (73). Such mundane tasks are much better left to the computer, and PDFlib allows us to wash our hands of these details. Note



As of this writing, the current version of PDFlib is 4.0.1, which implements version 1.3 of the PDF standard from Adobe. A new version of the standard (1.4) was published by Adobe in November 2001 and is supported Adobe Acrobat 5, but its new features are not substantially implemented by either PDFlib or ClibPDF. Any valid version 1.3 PDF document is still a valid document under version 1.4 of the standard.



Creating PDF Documents Creating PDF documents with PDFlib is a fairly straightforward process, but it's a strictly structured one; you must do things in a certain order to get your code to work properly. Unlike working with, say XML documents via DOM, you cannot "jump around" the document, creating a bit here, a bit there, and a bit somewhere else before going back and modifying the middle bit. You write a PDF document from start to finish, adding pages in order and adding elements to each page as you go. (See the later section "Understanding Scope in PDFlib" for a more detailed discussion of this issue.)



We'll start off looking at some simple documents and then move on to more real-world example. Unfortunately, PDF programming is too complicated to cover completely. You could write a book about programming with PDF, and some people have. Resources About PDF For more in-depth material about PDF, you can check out the PDFlib manual from Thomas Merz, the author of PDFlib, which ships with the PDFlib source distribution (it's the file named PDFlib-manual.pdf in the docs directory). Merz has also written a book, to be published later in 2002, on programming with PDF: Postscript and Acrobat/PDF (Springer Verlag). The PDF Reference from Adobe, the creators of PDF, is also an invaluable resource but doesn't exactly make for compelling reading; it's at http://partners.adobe.com/asn/developer/acrosdk/docs/filefmtspecs/PDFReference.pdf and is also available in book form. You can also refer to www.planetpdf.com and www.pdfzone.com. We'll stick to the basics; in this chapter we'll cover putting text on a page, then move on to more complicated topics like dealing with variable amounts of text input, adding graphics and images to documents, and more.



Saying "Hello World" It's time for that old standby: Hello World. If you already know the basics of using PDFlib, you probably want to skip this part. But for PDF newcomers, writing a "Hello World" document is a good introduction to the basics of adding text to and positioning text on a page. Listing 17.2 shows the code for generating a PDF document with PHP. In it, we generate a document consisting of a single 5" by 8" page containing the text "Hello World!" The text is centered, horizontally and vertically on the page. In addition, we specify some informational attributes for the document, including the name of the script that created it (the "Creator" in PDF parlance) and the document's title (unpredictably, it's "Hello World!"). Then we simply output the document, together with appropriate HTTP headers to tell the client that we're sending not an HTML document as we normally would, but a PDF document. The document, rendered inline in Internet Explorer using Adobe Acrobat as the viewer, is shown in Figure 17.2.



Figure 17.2: Our "Hello World" document in Internet Explorer Listing 17.2: Saying "Hello World" with PHP and PDFlib (helloworld.PHP) As you can see, the structure of the script is quite simple. We set up variables to hold parameter information for our document (page width and page height, document title and creator). Then we create a new PDF document with the PDF_new() function, configure the document's creator and title parameters, and add a page to the document using PDF_begin_page(). Note that we passed an empty string as the second argument to the PDF_open_file() function; this causes the document to be generated in



memory rather than in an actual file in the filesystem. To output our PDF document to a file, we'd pass the full path to the file we want to create via the second argument to PDF_open_file(). In the world of PDF, all sizes are given in generic units, which by default correspond to the typesetter's measure of a point, which is 1/72 of an inch. Each point may in fact be larger or smaller than 1/72 of an inch on screen, but it will always be 1/72 of an inch in a printed PDF document. You can transform the "coordinate system" to use some other unit of measure (say, centimeters, or even fathoms if you want) by calling the PDF_scale() function; you simply provide two multipliers that, when multiplied by 1/72 of an inch, result in a single unit of the length you want. For instance, to use inches rather than points to place objects on the page, you would call PDF_scale ($p, 72, 72); Note that this would mean that all measurements in units would now refer to inches, so calling PDF_setfont ($p, $font, 14.0) would result in letters that are approximately 14 inches tall. Due to PDFlib's scoping rules, you must call PDF_scale() inside a page—i.e., after calling PDF_begin_page() but before calling PDF_end_page(). Note



For more on the concept of scope in PDFlib, see "Understanding Scope in PDFlib," later in this chapter. For more details on the effects of scaling the coordinate system, see the PDFlib Reference Manual (PDFlib-manual.pdf in the PDFlib distribution), especially section 3.2.1, "Coordinate Systems."



Each call to a PDFlib function, with the obvious exception of PDF_new(), takes a reference to a PDF document object as its first parameter. The PDF_new() function, on the other hand, tells PDFlib to create a PDF document object and returns a handle—which is simply a numeric identifier for the document object created by PDFlib—that we can use to refer to that object, much as a database connection function creates a connection between the web server and the database server and returns a handle that allows us to utilize the connection. You then use the handle to perform operations on the document object, such as creating new pages and adding text to or drawing shapes on those pages. We store our document object handle in the variable $p. Note



We've followed PDFlib's internal convention of naming and calling functions using PDF_ (uppercase) as the prefix. This differs from the PHP extension for PDFlib, which converts the prefix for PDFlib functions to lowercase (i.e., PHP changes PDF_new() to pdf_new()). But since function names in PHP are case insensitive, you can use whichever convention you prefer.



Once we've created a new page with PDF_begin_page(), we can start placing objects on the page. For this example, we're simply going to place some text on the page with the PDF_show() function. First, however, we need to determine what font we're going to use for the document. We do this using PDF_findfont(), which returns a font handle that can be used to modify the text we create. We then use the $text_size variable to indicate the size, again in points, of our text. We've chosen 18.0 to make the text 1/3 of an inch tall from its highest "ascender," which corresponds to the top of the tallest letter in the font, to the lowest "descender," which is the portion of any letter, such as p, that descends below the baseline of the font. (Actually, the letters aren't really 18 points high; there's some extra padding for line spacing so that ascenders like t don't touch descenders like p when they appear directly beneath them.) Once we've got our font handle, we use the PDF_stringwidth() function to determine how wide our text will actually be. Using that value, we determine where to place the text on the page so that it will be horizontally centered on the page. The calculation is simple:



$text_hpos = ($page_width / 2) - (floor ($strwidth / 2)); We use a similar calculation to determine where to place the text on the vertical axis, so that it will be centered vertically on the page: $text_vpos = ($page_height / 2) - (floor ($text_size / 2)); One odd thing about PDF coordinate system is that it's "bottom-up;" unlike many other document layout systems, PDF indicates the vertical position of an element on a page using the distance from the bottom edge rather than from the top edge. Our calculations end up placing the text 231 points from the left edge and 171 points from the bottom. We actually instruct PDFlib to place the document at this position with the PDF_set_text_pos() function: PDF_set_text_pos ($p, $text_hpos, $text_vpos); Once we've figured out exactly where we want the text to go and told PDFlib to put it there, we simply call PDF_show() to place the text on the document: PDF_show ($p, $str); From there on out the script is simple; we close the page and the document, get the document's PDF contents into a buffer variable $buf using the PDF_get_buffer() function, and then output the contents of the buffer to the browser. Note that we have to specify the Content-Type, Content-Length, and Content-Disposition headers so that the browser will be able to correctly display the document to the user. When we're done, we free the memory consumed by the PDF document object by calling PDF_delete ($p); One thing to note is that, in the interest of brevity, we've omitted error-handling from our code. This is obviously not the way things ought to be done in the real world. Luckily, error-handling in PDFlib is fairly easy. All functions that would otherwise return a positive value (such as PDF_findfont()) return False (0) whenever an error occurs. While simple in theory, this situation is complicated by the fact that many PDFlib functions return nothing at all (whether or not an error occurs). Instead, errors cause PHP warnings to be generated. You should watch your server's error log (or the browser window, if error messages have been set to appear on-screen) to find errors that occur. Also, use the PHP built-in function error_reporting() to make sure that PHP warning messages have not been turned off when working with PDFlib, or you won't have any way of figuring out what went wrong when your PDF generation scripts stop working!



Going Beyond "Hello World" Of course, there's a lot more you can do with PDF than write text on a page. PDFlib provides functions for drawing vector graphics of geometric shapes, including lines, rectangles, circles, curves, and arcs. It also allows you to fill the areas defined by these shapes (which are known in PDF parlance as paths) with colors and to draw the outlines (border) described by a path. You can control the width of the lines that make up a path, choose visual styles (beveled, rounded, etc.) for the corners of intersecting lines, create custom dashed patterns for lines, and more. To illustrate just a few of these capabilities, we'll expand upon our "Hello World" example to add dashed lines above and below the text and draw a yellow smiley face beneath the text. (We've also bumped the



text size up to 36 points to make it more legible, and moved the text higher on the page.) The code for this is shown in Listing 17.3. Listing 17.3: A Fancier Version of "Hello World" (helloworld-fancy.php) We've used a few new functions here. They're each described briefly in Table 17.1, and full descriptions (with argument lists and scope rules) are given in the "Common PDF Functions" section later in this chapter.



Figure 17.3: A new, improved "Hello World" Table 17.1: PDF Functions Used in Listing 17.3 Function



Description



PDF_setlinewidth()



Sets the default line width for objects with borders.



PDF_setdash()



Sets the default dash pattern for lines. (The second and third arguments set the size, in units, of the black and white segments of a dashed line; setting both arguments to zero causes the default pattern to be solid.)



PDF_moveto()



Moves the "current point" to the given location (x, y); you can think of the current point as analogous to the "cursor location."



PDF_lineto()



Constructs a line from the current point to a new point, which becomes the current path; this line must be made visible using PDF_stroke().



PDF_stroke()



Strokes (that is, "paints" the outline of) the current path. If the current path is a line, it will draw a line using the current default line width. If the current path is an enclosed shape such as a circle or rectangle, it will draw a border around the shape.



Table 17.1: PDF Functions Used in Listing 17.3 Function



Description



PDF_setcolor()



Sets the color to be used when stroking and/or filling paths.



PDF_circle()



Constructs a circle with a given center (x, y) and radius r. This circle becomes the current path.



PDF_fill_stroke()



Fills and strokes the current path with the current fill and stroke colors.



PDF_arcn()



Constructs an arc with a given center and radius, moving from a to b in a clockwise direction. a and b are actually degree measurements from the positive x axis. PDF_arc() does the same but draws the arc in a counterclockwise direction.



PDF_closepath()



Closes an open path (i.e., one whose end point isn't the same as its start point).



Despite all the new function calls, the basic technique we've used isn't markedly different from the technique we used to draw text on the page. Each time we want to add a new object, we determine the location at which we want to draw an object, then draw the path for the object, and finally fill and stroke that path (i.e., paint its centers and draw its borders). Drawing shapes on the page is a two-step process in PDFlib; first you must construct the shape you want to draw by creating a path, then you must fill and/or stroke the path to actually render it visible on the page. So the process of drawing a smiley face isn't too terribly complex after all. The only even remotely obscure technique we've used was in drawing the tongue of the smiley face. We created a descending, horizontal, 180-degree arc for the tongue at the base of the arc for the mouth; we've turned that arc into a filled, black half-circle (so that it looks more like a tongue) using the PDF_closepath() function, which automatically draws a straight line between the starting point of the path (the point, a, at which the arc begins) and the endpoint of the path (the point, b, at which the arc ends).



Adding Images to a PDF Document One other common task is to add images to your PDF documents. Listing 17.4 shows the code required to place an image from a file into a PDF document. Listing 17.4: Adding an Image to a Document (image.php) 



Chapter 18: Generating Graphics We have already seen what a potent tool PHP is for generating non-HTML content, namely PDFs. PHP is definitely not just about generating textual output—not even close. PHP, by way of the excellent GD graphics library, can also generate images. GD is a graphics-drawing program that works with well-known formats such as Portable Network Graphics (PNG) and Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG). Using PHP, we can create high-quality, professional bar graphs for many types of reporting. These graphs can add the extra kick to a web log analyzer or a bit of pizzazz to a poll system. You will learn how to use PHP to create shape images and bar graphs.



Setting Up PHP to Create Images PHP uses the GD library to generate images. In order to use GD as shown in the examples of this chapter, certain libraries must be properly installed and configured with PHP. The following installation guidelines should get most Unix/Linux systems up and running with image-drawing capabilities, including TrueType font support. Configuring GD on Windows If you are using PHP on Windows, find your php.ini file—typically in the WINNT root folder (C:\WINNT)—and open it. Find the line that looks like this: ;extension=php_gd.dll and "uncomment" it; that is, turn it into an actual configuration option, not just a comment, by deleting the semicolon. When you are done, the line should be: extension=php_gd.dll Restart your web server. (For more information on restarting Apache, refer to Appendix A.) That's all it takes. Before Linux users can have GD with the functionality needed, we must install libpng, which lets GD create PNG images. In turn, in order to install libpng, we must first install zlib! PNG is a lossless image-compression format (meaning that the images lose no clarity while being reduced in file size) that uses zlib for image compression. We will focus on getting zlib and libpng configured and installed before we move on to TrueType font setup. Tip



The following setup is all done as a super user.



Installing zlib On the CD First, install zlib; a copy of version 1.1.3 may be found on this book's companion CD. Go ahead and extract zlib to a directory of your choice. Once in the zlib directory, enter the following commands: ./configure make make install



make test ldconfig After make test is done, a message should appear indicating that the zlib compilation is OK. The default installation directory is /usr/local/lib; this is fine for our purposes.



Installing libpng On the CD Next, you need libpng, which can also be located on the CD. The version of this library is 1.2.1. Assuming a Linux system is being used, do the following once in the libpng directory: cd scripts cp makefile.linux ../makefile cd .. make make install ldconfig



Installing FreeType On the CD Once you have libpng successfully installed, you're ready to install FreeType, the open-source TrueType font rendering system. Installing FreeType is a little different from most source distribution packages; it uses a newer build utility known as Jam. For the sake of simplicity, we will use GNU make, which is distributed with Red Hat and readily available. We want to compile FreeType as a shared library, so enter the following commands: make setup CFG="--prefix=/usr" make make install ldconfig Note



A specially modified version of Jam is available just for FreeType, but it doesn't work on old versions of Linux such as Red Hat 6.



Compiling GD On the CD You are finally ready to compile GD. The configuration of GD is a bit nonstandard; it can be quite tricky if you are unfamiliar with makefiles, so we have provided a makefile to ease this process. It's on the CD as gd_Makefile. After extracting GD, make sure to copy gd_Makefile from the CD to the GD-1.8.x directory and rename it to just Makefile. Then do the following: make make install ldconfig



Recompiling PHP On the CD We are close to victory at this point! All you need to do now is recompile PHP and install your new PHP module. PHP 4.1.1 is included on this CD. As recommended in Appendix A, Apache must be set up to use apxs for the configuration commands that follow to work. ./configure --with-apxs=/usr/local/apache/bin/apxs --with-gd=/usr/local --with-png-dir=/usr/local --with-freetype-dir=/usr/local --with-zlib-dir=/usr/local You will probably want more than just this, but these configure switches are all that is required to get PHP configured for the examples in this chapter. Simply recompile and install PHP, and everything is properly set up at this point. We now have TrueType font support and PNG image support compiled into our GD library! Note



For more information on compiling PHP, see Appendix A.



Image Basics Once the libraries are compiled and properly installed, creating images is fun and easy. We will focus on creating a basic image and on drawing geometric figures in this section. You will learn about the power of GD and some of its basic capabilities. When working with images, it is best to think of an image as a Cartesian plane. Imagine your image as a sheet of paper with hundreds of thousands of grid lines. A particular box in this grid is known as a pixel. A pixel in an image has both an x and a y coordinate as well as a color. Given these three simple characteristics—horizontal position, vertical position, and color—everything you see on a computer monitor is possible and can be drawn with GD. The purpose of GD is to create images that lean towards the simple side; if you want to draw and touch up photos, hunt down a nice paint program. If you are ready to learn about creating fundamental graphs and performing basic image manipulation, in a programmatic way, you have come to the right place.



Creating an Image Before we can do anything else in GD, we have to create an image, which requires the ImageCreate() function. The function requires two parameters, the height and width of the image that is going to be brought to life. ImageCreate() returns an image resource that all of the other functions use to manipulate the created image. The prototype for the function is this: int ImageCreate(int x_size, int y_size) Before the browser can know that you are going to try and send it an image, you must also send it a header that lets it know the content type—an image, in our case. Using the following header() call should work: header ("Content-type: image/png"); Note



Our image isn't in a specific format yet. We don't get to image type until we call the ImagePng() or ImageJpeg() function. Until that point, GD uses its own



internal format for images in memory. Note



We will be working exclusively with the PNG format throughout this chapter, but GD is quite capable of generating images in other formats, such as GIF, JPEG, or TIFF. If you wish to add support for one of these other image types, it is recommended you recompile GD and add the desired image type support into the GD library.



Once the browser knows to expect an image, specifically a PNG, the image will be rendered when we finally give the command to output the image stream to the browser. Listing 18.1 creates a 320×200 pixel image with a gray background and the text "Hello Images!" in the top-left corner of the image. Listing 18.1: First Image (first_image.php) We slipped a few extra functions in Listing 18.1. After the image is created, the function ImageColorAllocate() is called; this allocates a color for use within the image. This function must be used for each and every color used in an image, if that color does not already exist in the image. The function requires four parameters: the image to allocate the color for, and three values for red, green, and blue components of the color. The allowed range of values for color components is 0–255. The prototype for ImageColorAllocate() is int ImageColorAllocate(int image, int red, int green, int blue) The first color allocation sets the background color, which is why $bg_color actually doesn't turn up again in this code. Our first call to ImageColorAllocate() sets the background to the colors red: 240, green: 240, blue: 240, which gives us a dark gray background. Tip



Many web developers are more accustomed to defining colors in hexadecimal format. You may use the standard HTML hex-triplet-style colors by breaking the hex-triplet into three parts: # FF 00 FF. Convert each hex digit into a decimal number; converted, #FF00FF becomes red 255, green 0, and blue 255. The function hexdec() will convert each hex digit into a number



from 0–255, as long as the hex number is below FF. Once converted into a decimal value, the colors can be used in the image easily. We store the second ImageColorAllocate() in the variable $text_color, which is used in the ImageString() function to specify the color of the string drawn within the image. The ImageString() function is the only complex function in Listing 18.1. ImageString() just draws the text horizontally, but it requires six parameters! int ImageString(int image, int font, int x, int y, string s, int color) The first parameter is the image resource to draw the string in. The second parameter is the font to use. If the numbers 1 through 5 are used, it will use a font built into GD. The third and fourth parameters are the x and y coordinates of the top-left corner of the string. The fifth parameter is the actual string, and the final parameter is the color to be used in the text. After we draw the string in our image, we are ready to send it to the browser. The ImagePng() function requires one parameter—the image stream to be sent to the client. An image stream is simply the image resource representing the image we just created. It is a "stream" of bytes that represents our image. int ImagePng(int image [, string filename]) ImagePng() has one optional parameter, a filename to write the image to a file instead of output it directly to the requesting client. After calling ImagePng(), we close the PHP script block; that's it. Figure 18.1 shows the final product of Listing 18.1.



Figure 18.1: A HELLO IMAGE. Tip



Remember: The first color allocated in an image using ImageColorAllocate() sets the background color.



Destroying an Image Now that we know how to create an image, it is important to ensure that the memory required to create the image is properly released by PHP. Creating images can be a memory-intensive process when it comes to particularly large images. The function ImageDestroy() allows us to ensure any memory claimed by image creation is properly



released in a timely manner. ImageDestroy() only has one parameter, the image resource to be taken to the great bit-bucket in the sky: int ImageDestroy(int image) At the bottom of Listing 18.1, right before the PHP script block is closed, add the following line: ImageDestroy($im); Be sure to use ImageDestroy() in any script so that the script's memory usage is friendly to the server it is being run upon.



Modifying an Existing Image We can also modify existing images just as easily as we can create them. In this section, you'll learn how to superimpose images on other images. We will first create a small image that we superimpose on a larger one. This technique has a very high utility in a variety of applications. Imagine that you had a weather map and a set of weather conditions. You could take a small icon that represents a particular weather condition, such as rain, and superimpose that in the appropriate location. Our script will superimpose a text image over a graphic image. First, we need to create the superimposed image. Use Listing 18.2 to create the smaller image. Listing 18.2: Image to be Superimposed (create_smaller_img.php) Tip



If you have difficulty creating images, ensure that the web server has proper permissions to read and write to the directory in which the script being executed lives. Now that we have our image, smaller.png, we will superimpose it on a much larger image. Listing 18.3 demonstrates smaller.png being drawn over a larger image created in memory (for clarity, the larger image here is just a large, gray rectangle). The results of Listing 18.3 are shown in Figure 18.2.



Figure 18.2: Superimposing fun!. Listing 18.3: Superimposing an Image (superimpose.php) Whew, the functions just keep coming. We use three new functions in Listing 18.3: ImageCreateFromPng(), GetImageSize(), and ImageCopy(). The first two are easy to cope with. ImageCreateFrom-Png() has one parameter and returns an image resource that we can treat just like any other image resource. ImageCreateFromPng() simply takes a PNG graphic saved as a file and loads it up as an image resource. int ImageCreateFromPng(string filename) GetImageSize() also only requires the filename; it returns an array with four elements. Element 0 represents the width of the image; element 1 represents the height of the image. The third element gives a short descriptive string letting you know the type of the image, such as "PNG" or "JPG". The last element is a set of HTML-style attributes for the height and width that can directly be used within an HTML tag, such as the img tag. array GetImageSize(string filename [, array imageinfo]); You can either assign the results of GetImageSize() to a variable or specify the variable to be assigned the image info as the second, and optional, parameter of GetImageSize(). Then we come to the fun part—the actual superimposing of the image. The function ImageCopy() requires eight parameters. Don't worry; it's not as bad as it sounds. First, ImageCopy() requires the image resource we are superimposing over (in this case, $im). Next it requires the image resource we are copying from (in our case, $src). Now the function knows the source and target image resources. The next two parameters are the x and y coordinates of the image we are superimposing should start at. Then we must specify the source x and y coordinates to start the image copy in the source image. The final two parameters, and the reason for the GetImageSize() function call, are the height and width to copy from the source image. We wanted the entire image, so we started at the coordinate (0, 0) and got the entire height and width of the image, which GetImageSize() figured out for us. int ImageCopy(resource dst_im, resource src_im, int dst_x, int dst_y, int src_x, int src_y, int src_w, int src_h) In Listing 18.3, we loop five times, superimposing the source image at coordinates (100, 0), (100, 25), (100, 50), (100, 75), and (100, 100). The loop simply multiplied $i times 25 to generate the y coordinates for the image that was pasted into the larger image.



Drawing Basic Geometric Figures Now that you have seen an overview of creating simple images and pasting one image onto another, let's talk about some of the drawing primitives available in GD. To demonstrate the



functionality to draw primitive shapes in GD, we will show how to draw several geometric figures. All of the primitives are easy to manage. By combining primitive shapes with some simple techniques, we can create professional-quality graphs.



Drawing Squares and Rectangles We only have to use one new function to draw a rectangle, ImageRectangle(); it requires six parameters. int ImageRectangle(int image, int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2, int color) To draw the rectangle, the coordinates of the top-left (parameters x1 and y1) and bottom-right (parameters x2 and y2) corners must be known. The color of the shape must also be known. The rectangle this function draws will not be filled; the line will have the color specified in the color parameter. For each of the shape-drawing functions, you can choose to fill the enclosed space with color or leave the shape unfilled (an unfilled rectangle is a simple 1-pixel-thick box). ImageRectangle() draws an unfilled shape; to draw a filled rectangle, use ImageFilledRectangle(), which has the same prototype as the unfilled version: int ImageFilledRectangle(int image, int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2, int color) Note



There's not yet a way to draw a line or stroke in GD thicker than a single pixel. To make thick lines, you'd have to call a line or unfilled-shape function repeatedly, drawing multiple lines that are parallel to and one pixel away from each other.



Any rectangle will do, but we'll draw a square, and our demonstration square will not be filled in with color. Listing 18.4 shows square drawing in action, and Figure 18.3 illustrates its output.



Figure 18.3: The finished product:A square drawn with ImageRectangle() Listing 18.4: Drawing a Square (square.php) 



Drawing Polygons Drawing a shape with something other than four corners is a little more involved. We have to use some math to determine exactly where we want our coordinates (but nothing beyond basic arithmetic). The functions to use are ImagePolygon() and ImageFilledPolygon(). This function can actually draw any polygon; we'll use a triangle to demonstrate, and the shape drawn will be solid (that is, filled). Instead of the x and y coordinates being direct parameters of the function, these functions require an array with all of the x and y coordinates that should be plotted. They also require a parameter representing the number of points to plot. Let's have a quick look at the prototypes for the functions and then the explanation on how they work in more detail: int ImagePolygon(int image, array points, int num_points, int color) int ImageFilledPolygon(int image, array points, int num_points, int color) The first parameter of each function is the image resource to draw the polygon in. The second parameter is the array of points. The points array requires pairs of elements. Each pair of elements, indexed sequentially, represent the order and position in which the points will be drawn. We want three points since we are drawing a triangle. We used nice, regular numbers to produce an equilateral triangle (the top or "middle" point being exactly halfway across the base), but you can draw any closed shape defined by a set of points with this technique. Listing 18.5 contains all of the required code to draw the image seen in Figure 18.4.



Figure 18.4: A triangle drawn with ImageFilledPolygon() Listing 18.5: Drawing a Triangle (triangle.php) 



Drawing Arcs and Circles Now we will see our final geometric shape, the circle. Drawing a circle is different than drawing a triangle or square and requires a new function, the ImageArc() and ImageFilledArc() functions. Technically, we can think of a circle as an arc that goes 360 degrees. ImageFilledArc() requires GD version 2.0+, which is currently a



Note



development version. These functions require eight parameters. The first is, as usual, the image resource to draw the arc in. Next we must specify the x and y coordinates for the center of the circle; the height and width of the arc; and the arc's start and end points, in degrees. Finally, we must specify the color we want our circle to be. int ImageArc(int image, int cx, int cy, int w, int h, int s, int e, int color, int style) int ImageFilledArc(int image, int cx, int cy, int w, int h, int s, int e, int color, int style) Listing 18.6 shows the code to draw a circle, and the finished output is presented in Figure 18.5.



Figure 18.5: A circle drawn with ImageArc() Listing 18.6: Drawing a Circle (circle.php)



That's it for geometric shapes. Next, we will learn how to turn all of these drawing primitives into something useful: a bar graph!



Drawing Graphs Bar graphs are useful when we want to compare similar data from several different categories or areas, such as sales percentages from month to month. A bar graph allows us to quickly visualize the differences in the data being compared. Graphs—really, any sort of medium that helps visually represent data—are an excellent way to help convey the meaning of the data. If you look at a spreadsheet of raw numbers, it can be a bit daunting to form a mental model of how the data relates. With a graph, the visualization is done for you! We could learn to create line graphs or pie charts; however, the techniques learned in creating bar graphs make it just as easy to create other graph types, and even more complex images. Several new functions must be introduced before we can draw a good-looking bar graph. None of the functions introduce any radical concepts, just incremental or slight differences in techniques and functions you have already mastered. Let's proceed to learn about some of these functions!



Drawing Lines: ImageLine() The first new function we will learn about will be ImageLine(), which lets us draw a single-pixel line. All that's required are the image, two coordinates, and the color of the line. This function is what we will use to draw the horizontal reference lines in our bar



graph. Figure 18.6 shows an image created using ImageLine(); the code that created this image is shown in Listing 18.7.



Figure 18.6: Lines drawn by ImageLine(). Listing 18.7: Drawing Lines (line.php) The prototype for ImageLine() is as follows:



int ImageLine(int image, int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2, int color) The first argument is the image resource to draw a line in. The second and third arguments are the starting coordinates for the line. The fourth and fifth arguments are the ending coordinates. The line will be drawn in straight line between these two coordinates. The final parameter indicates the color the line should be. Lines are easy very easy to draw and can be used in a variety of ways.



Drawing TrueType Fonts: ImageTTFText() TrueType fonts are high-quality fonts and are generally the best-looking fonts. To use TrueType fonts in GD, GD must be compiled with TTF support. You must have TrueType fonts in order to properly use the next two functions. A wide variety of freely available TrueType fonts can be found on the Internet. The code to render a TrueType font is no more complex than any of the other functions we have been using. To draw text in a TrueType font, the function ImageTTFText() is used; it has eight parameters. The first parameter is the image resource the text will be drawn in. The second parameter is the font size. The third parameter specifies the angle to draw the text; text can been drawn at any angle using ImageTTFText(), allowing for some interesting possibilities. The next two parameters are the coordinates of the bottom-left corner of the text. Then we indicate the color of the text, and the seventh parameter specifies which font file should be used. array ImageTTFText(int image, int size, int angle, int x, int y, int color, string fontfile, string text) The function ImageTTFText() returns an array that represents the "bounding box" around the text. The bounding box can be thought of as an imaginary box around the text that specifies the borders the text is occupying. The array breaks down as follows: Element



Defines



1



x coordinate of the bottom-left corner



2



y coordinate of the bottom-left corner



3



x coordinate of the bottom-right corner



4



y coordinate of the bottom-right corner



5



x coordinate of the top-right corner



6



y coordinate of the top-right corner



7



x coordinate of the top-left corner



8



y coordinate of the top-left corner Listing 18.8 shows the code required to put text rendered in a TrueType font in an image. The font we use is located in the same directory as the PHP script. If you had the font stored elsewhere, an absolute path, including the font file, can be used to specify the font. Figure 18.7 shows the resulting image rendered with a TrueType font using the ImageTTFText() function.



Figure 18.7: True Type text drawn with ImageTTFText() Listing 18.8: TrueType Fonts (ttf.php) Note



If you do not have the arial.ttf file in the same directory as the script, it will break. If you don't have access to arial.ttf, there are a variety of attractive, and freely available, TrueType fonts on the Internet that can be used in place of Arial.



Identifying the Text Area: ImageTTFBBox() We are on the home stretch now. You need to learn about one more function before you have everything needed to draw a bar graph.



Suppose that before we rendered some TrueType text in our image, we needed to know how much space it would take up. We might need to ensure it is positioned properly—say, centered in a particular area. The function to do this is ImageTTFBBox(); it gives us the bounding box of any text. It simply returns an array with the coordinates of the corners of the bounding box (the same eight array elements listed in the preceding section), based on the parameters passed in. array ImageTTFBBox(int size, int angle, string fontfile, string text) ImageTTFBBox() returns the bounding box, just like the ImageTTFText() function, but it doesn't need so many parameters. All we need to know is how much space the bounding box will be occupying in our image. There are only four arguments for the bounding box function. The first argument is the font size to use. The second is the angle to draw the text at. The third identifies the font file that should be used, and the final argument specifies the text that a bounding box should be returned for. Let's see some code using the bounding box; Listing 18.9 has the details. Listing 18.9: The TrueType Font Bounding Box (bbox.php) 



This code is a little more involved than most of our other GD code. In this example, we create an image 300 pixels wide and 500 pixels high. Next we allocate the colors we will use in our image, using the ImageColorAllocate() function. Then it gets quite interesting: we get the bounding box for the text "Bounding Box!". We use the $font_size variable set at the beginning of this script, so that we can easily change the font size later on should we want to. All we need to know is how much space the text "Bounding Box!" will consume in Arial, at a angle of zero degrees, in font size 15. This gives us all we need to know to properly center the planned text. Centering text requires us to think logically about it for a moment. We already know the image width. We can now determine the width of any text we will draw. We can determine the middle points of both the image and the text by dividing by two. First, we must find the center pixel of the image. Then we take the center pixel of the image, and subtract that from the width of the text divided by two. This gives us the x coordinate we can position our text at to make it centered. Let's see if our algorithm actually works; Listing 18.10 tests our idea. Listing 18.10: Using a Bounding Box to Center Text (text_center.php) It appears our idea has worked! The text "Bounding Box!" is centered in the image. Now we can center text, all because of the bounding box functions; this comes in handy when trying to draw a bar graph, because now we'll be able to properly position axis labels or graph captions.



Drawing the Bar Graph Finally, we get to see all of these function calls turned into something useful. Before we go into the details of our implementation, examine what our function can do: take a look at two sample graphs generated with the function we are about to write, in Figures 18.8 and 18.9.



Figure 18.8: Smaller graph, generated by PHP.



Figure 18.9: Larger graph, generated by PHP. You might wonder how complex it is to reuse the functionality of a bar graph function; let's take a quick look at the code to generate a chart like these, in Listing 18.11. Listing 18.11: Populating a Bar Graph That's it! All we really need is the data and one simple call to our bar graph–generating function, bar_graph(), and we have our graph! It will be even easier to populate the graph data using a query or some other data source. Of course, the function to generate the graph is not quite so simple. We will show you the code involved with the bar_graph() function (in Listing 18.12) and then review it piece by piece. Listing 18.12: Bar Graph Function (bar_graph.php)



We should have a proper prototype for the function and a quick explanation of what each parameter is for. image bar_graph(int height, int width, int x_interval, int y_interval,



int font_size, int label_size, int scale, int bar_width, string graph_title, string font, array graph_labels, array graph_items[, string bg_color[, string bar_color[, string text_color]]]) There are fifteen parameters for this function! We know it may seem like a lot, but it really makes the graph quite configurable. The parameters are defined as follows: Parameter



Description



height



Height of the image



width



Width of the image



x_interval



Interval, in pixels, at which the bars should occur



y_interval



Interval in pixels the horizontal lines should occur



font_size



Size to be used for the bar and line labels



label_size



Size of the title



scale



Highest number the chart can go to



bar_width



How wide to make the bars



graph_title



Title to be centered at the top of the graph



font



Font file to use



graph_labels



Array of strings that are the labels for individual bars



graph_items



The actual numbers to be charted



bg_color



Color of the background



bar_color



Color of the bar



text_color



Color of all text, such as the labels and title



Note



The last three parameters for the bar_graph() function we have created are optional.



The function really is not all that large for creating what it does. The first 50 or so lines are simple checks to make sure we can work with all of the data passed in, without causing any errors. There is one assumption we make throughout this entire function that is not modifiable by the function consumer: the amount of padding between the very edge of the image and where we draw the actual graph. We save 50 pixels so that we can draw our text and titles for the graph. Fifty pixels is quite a bit of real estate in an image, but this gives ample spacing for text in most graphs. After setting the $edge_padding, we have the following three lines:



$graph_height = $height - $edge_padding * 2; $graph_width = $width - $edge_padding - $bar_width; $scale_unit = $graph_height / $scale; These lines do some basic calculations. We must determine the graphable height and width we have to work with. This means we must subtract the padding from both the height and width. Next we figure out the $scale_unit, which is used for some calculations inside of the function; we'll discuss what it's doing later. Then we validate the color inputs and convert the HTML-style hex-triplet colors into GD-style decimal color allocations and assign these colors to variables for use later. Finally, we get to the fun part. The first two interesting calls are the ones that draw the vertical and horizontal graph borders. All we must do is draw a line starting in the bottom-left corner and account for the padding from the edge of the image. This gives us lines that represent our graphable area. Next we need to know how many horizontal lines to draw. This is calculated by taking the graphable height and dividing it by the $y_interval, which is the interval in pixels that the horizontal lines will occur upon on the y axis. We iterate once for each line, drawing a single line across using the ImageLine() function. After drawing each line, we make sure that we are not on line 0 and then we draw the text for each letter. This little gem is one of the reasons why we have the $scale_unit variable. /* Catch divide by zero errors */ if($i) ImageTTFText($im, $font_size, 0, ($edge_padding-25), $start_y - 5, $text_color, $font, ($i * $y_interval) / $scale_unit); The first few parameters are none too exciting. How the x and y positions are derived is easy to understand. The text color and font are also easy. The tricky part is determining the actual number to display! The first thing to do is determine the line number and multiply this by our $y_interval. The code line $num_lines = $graph_height / $y_interval + 1; tells us we have to draw ten lines (500 / 50). In the following for loop, we check to see which line number we're on, and determine it's vertical position by calculating the interval times the line number, then subtracting that from the overall graph height. The tricky parts are over. Now that we have our horizontal lines, and labels for those lines, we need the bars and their labels. We simply iterate through a loop once for each item to graph. The bar labels are drawn at 90-degree angles. The math for how the bars are plotted is seen in the setting of the $bar_points array elements. After the bars are drawn, the final step is done, drawing the title, which is old hat by now. The title is centered at the top of the screen. After everything is drawn, we return the image from the function.



Real-World Considerations



Use GD wisely The bar graph is an excellent example of a real-world use of the PHP image-drawing functionality. Many other graph types can be created; the limit is the programmer's imagination. But it is important to remember that the GD library is only a programming library; it is not intended to replace professional drawing programs. Other implementations: a poll booth Since we already have the bar graph, why not use it in a poll booth? Bar graphs are excellent for displaying data retrieved from surveys. While creating a survey system is beyond the scope of the book, having the capability to create graphs definitely adds a lot to such a system. Load considerations In the typical scheme of web applications, creating images can be fairly processor and memory intensive. If the environment in which the graphics are being created has a heavy load, it's a good idea to carefully consider when images are generated. Just because images are eye-catching doesn't mean they're always the best answer, or even necessary.



Chapter 19: E-Mail Overview Though e-mail is rarely the central focus of a web application, chances are that if you're building an interactive website, you'll run into a situation in which you need to deal with e-mail messages, one way or another. For instance, automatically generated e-mails are often used to alert subscribers whenever changes are made to a website. Many online publishers offer the "E-Mail This Article to a Friend" feature that allows readers to have the contents of web pages automatically mailed to others. Other sites offer web-based e-mail services so that users can check their e-mail accounts from any computer. Online postcards, despite the fact that they're hard to hang on the refrigerator, are also popular. As usual, PHP makes it pretty painless to build e-mail capabilities into your website. Sending e-mail is a snap; checking for new messages in an e-mail account is trivial. Things can get challenging when you start trying to deal with complex, multipart e-mail messages in web-based e-mail applications, but for the most part, dealing with e-mail from PHP won't give you many headaches. To access remote mailboxes from a PHP script (which is useful if, say, you want to set up a password-protected web page where you can check your e-mail when you're away from your desk), you ought to use PHP's Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP) extension, which provides an interface to the c-client library for mail handling from the University of Washington. Although it's possible to "roll your own" script to connect to a mail server and read the contents of your inbox, using the extension is more reliable and, especially in the case of IMAP, much easier.



Understanding E-Mail Every e-mail message consists of two and only two things: an envelope containing information about the message, and the contents, or body, of the message. The following, for instance, is a complete e-mail message: To: [email protected] From: [email protected] Subject: Groaner Date: Wed, 30 Jan 2002 14:55:08 +0800



Have you heard about the new corduroy pillows? The envelope contains a series of header fields, each of which is written as a name:value pair. The headers are separated from the body of the text by a single blank line. Everything following that blank line is the body of the message. A commonplace e-mail message will contain much more information than this in both the header and body, and the body can be composed of multiple nested parts and subparts, but the basic structure is always the same. The means by which e-mail is transmitted, Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), is similarly simple: the mail client connects to the mail server on a specified port (25) and issues a few



basic commands. For instance, we can "fake" an SMTP session using Telnet, as shown here. The lines in bold are ones we've typed, first at the prompt and then in an interactive session with the mail server. $ telnet localhost 25 Trying 127.0.0.1... Connected to localhost. Escape character is '^]'. 220 localhost ESMTP Sendmail 8.11.2/8.11.2; Mon, 28 Jan 2002 17:12:48 -0800 HELO example.com 250 acorn.k4azl.net Hello IDENT:charlie@localhost [127.0.0.1], pleased to meet you MAIL FROM: [email protected] 250 2.1.0 [email protected]... Sender ok RCPT TO: fredf@localhost 250 2.1.5 fredf@localhost... Recipient ok DATA 354 Enter mail, end with "." on a line by itself Subject: Groaner



Have you heard about the new corduroy pillows? . 250 2.0.0 g0T1D5N20132 Message accepted for delivery QUIT 221 2.0.0 localhost closing connection Connection closed by foreign host. $ The message will then be transferred to the user's incoming mail queue. Assuming we've got permission to read the mail queue file, we can check this easily: $ cat /var/spool/mail/fredf From [email protected] Mon Jan 28 17:13:47 2002 Return-Path: Received: from example.com (IDENT:charlie@localhost [127.0.0.1]) by localhost (8.11.2/8.11.2) with SMTP id g0T1D5N20132 for fredf@localhost; Mon, 28 Jan 2002 17:13:15 -0800



Date: Mon, 28 Jan 2002 17:13:15 -0800 From: [email protected] Message-Id: Subject: Groaner



Have you heard about the new corduroy pillows? $ As you can see, some headers have been automatically added by the mail server program, but the message is still quite simple. Accessing an inbox is also normally quite simple. With the Post Office Protocol (POP3 or just POP) commonly used on mail servers, the process of logging in and retrieving a message is straightforward. Again, we'll emulate this using a Telnet session to port 110, the port reserved for POP3: $ telnet localhost 110 Trying 127.0.0.1... Connected to localhost. Escape character is '^]'. +OK POP3 localhost v2000.70rh server ready USER fredf +OK User name accepted, password please PASS ffred22 +OK Mailbox open, 7 messages LIST +OK Mailbox scan listing follows 1 508 2 498 3 2254 4 747 5 3927 6 18526 7 406 . RETR 7 +OK 406 octets Return-Path: Received: from example.com (IDENT:charlie@localhost [127.0.0.1])



by localhost (8.11.2/8.11.2) with SMTP id g0T1D5N20132 for fredf@localhost; Mon, 28 Jan 2002 17:13:15 -0800 Date: Mon, 28 Jan 2002 17:13:15 -0800 From: [email protected] Message-Id: Subject: Groaner Status:



Have you heard about the new corduroy pillows? . QUIT +OK Sayonara Connection closed by foreign host. As you can see, passwords are sent in the clear (i.e., they're unencrypted) across the network. It is possible to use other security mechanisms, such as Kerberos authentication or encrypted connections, to protect passwords or the entire contents of the mail session, but doing so is fairly uncommon; we won't cover it here. Each type of mail-related traffic travels over its own port. Table 19.1 gives the ports and common names for each protocol. Table 19.1: Mail Protocols and Ports Protocol



Port



Full Name



IMAP



143



Internet Mail Access Protocol Version 2



IMAP3



220



Internet Mail Access Protocol Version 3



IMAPS



993



Internet Mail Access Protocol over SSL (encrypted)



KPOP



1109



Post Office Protocol with Kerberos Authentication



POP2



109



Post Office Protocol Version 2



POP3



110



Post Office Protocol Version 3



POP3S



995



Post Office Protocol Version 3 over SSl (encrypted)



Though working with e-mail isn't too terribly complex to begin with, PHP makes the process easier yet with its built-in support for sending e-mail, and optional additional support for mailbox access through the IMAP c-client libraries. We'll describe both of these.



Sending E-Mail with PHP



Sending an e-mail with PHP is a snap—basically, all you need to do is pass a few arguments to the built-in mail() function, and PHP will immediately dispatch your message using the mail server installed on your server (or network). Before you can send mail with PHP, you must make sure that your php.ini configuration file contains the correct entries for your mail server. On Unix machines using sendmail (or some other client that is sendmail-compatible, such as qmail), you must ensure either that the sendmail executable, often located at /usr/sbin/sendmail, is in the web server's path, or that the configuration directive sendmail_path contains the path to sendmail, like so: sendmail_path = /path/to/sendmail The value of the sendmail_path option may also include flags to be passed to sendmail when it is invoked. For instance, if you want all mail sent via PHP to appear to be from the address [email protected], you would write sendmail_path = /path/to/sendmail -f [email protected] On Windows machines, you do not use the sendmail_path option; instead, you must set the smtp option to the name of the machine that runs your mail server. If this is the same as your web server (i.e., the mail server software is running on your web server), you would enter "localhost" as the value. You can also use the sendmail_from option to specify the address to be used as the "From" address in messages sent via PHP. (Why this option isn't named smtp_from is a mystery, but it isn't.)



Sending a Simple Message Once you've ensured that PHP is configured with the correct information for your mail server software, you can run a simple test to ensure that everything works properly. The code in Listing 19.1 will send a test message to the address [email protected]; modify it to send mail to your address, then execute the script (by loading it in your browser or running it from the command line, if you have a command-line version of the PHP executable installed) and check your mail to make sure it arrived. Listing 19.1: Testing to Make Sure E-Mail Works (mail_test.php) We've added the date to the subject line of the message as a kind of identifier, so that you can tell whether a particular message was sent successfully while invoking this script multiple times. If the message fails to appear in your inbox, you should examine the mail server's log file (usually something like /var/log/maillog) for details. Note that the message may not appear immediately; many mail servers do not immediately send messages on to their final destination, but instead add them to a queue of pending messages and process them at regular intervals. You are not limited to sending simple text-only e-mails using the mail() function. With surprisingly little effort, you can use the Mail_mime class from PEAR to create complex, multipart messages (i.e., messages with attachments and dual-version messages that contain both text and HTML versions of their contents).



Writing a POP Client from Scratch Post Office Protocol (POP) is simple enough that it's easy to emulate at least the beginnings of an e-mail client using nothing more than raw socket connections and some strings comparisons. However, as we'll show, you'll be much better served by the IMAP extension, which provides an interface to the University of Washington's powerful c-client library. The POP protocol only provides access to a single mailbox of messages stored on a remote mail server. It was designed so that users could log in and retrieve all waiting messages for them on the server, then disconnect from the server. This is generally known as offline-mode mail reading. Usually, the messages are deleted from the mailbox on the server either immediately or not long after they have been pulled down by the client application. By contrast, the newer, more powerful, and more complicated IMAP protocol is designed to allow online access to multiple mailboxes so that users can store their messages on the server in much the same fashion as they might store them in a local e-mail application. Despite the clear functional advantages of IMAP, POP remains the most popular protocol for remote mail access. Its utter simplicity is probably the reason why. To illustrate, let's look at a script (Listing 19.2) that lists the contents of a POP inbox. Listing 19.2: A POP Client Using Raw Sockets (pop_nocclient.php) 
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